Sustainability Perspectives

Linking Architecture and Education: Sustainable Design for Learning

Anne P. Taylor, Ph.D., president of the School Zone Institute, has been nationally recognized for showing dedication, leadership and excellence in architectural programming design and education.

In her book, "Linking Architecture and Education: Sustainable Design for Learning Environments," Dr. Taylor discusses the role the physical environment plays on learning and how cutting-edge school design can shape creativity, cultural appreciation, eco-literacy and academic achievement in students.

Wednesday, September 3, 2014 ~ 12:30 – 1:30PM
Stratton Hall Room 209

This Sustainability Perspectives series event is free and open to the public. The series explores the concept of sustainability from a variety of viewpoints.

Wells is committed to providing access to all events; anyone who needs assistance should contact Marian Brown, Center for Sustainability and the Environment, at 315-364-3304 or by email at mbrown@wells.edu, as soon as possible.

The education of an extraordinary life.